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truSteeS’ Statement

the summary financial information 
contained on these pages contain 
data from the management accounts 
of the Institute of Development 
Studies for the year ended 31 March 
2011 and provide an overview of the 
income and expenditure of the year.

 the full financial statements have 
been audited by Buzzacott llp, 
registered auditors, and received 
an unqualified opinion. For further 
information the full audited  
financial statements, containing  
the trustees’ and Auditors’ reports,  
should be consulted. Copies of  
these can be obtained from  
the Institute of Development  
Studies Finance team or online at 
www.ids.ac.uk/finances2010-11.

All financial statements for prior 
years have been submitted to both 
the Charity Commission and the 
Registrar of Companies; those for 
2010/11 will be submitted during the 
year 2011 within the relevant statutory 
deadlines.

elizabeth maddison 
Company Secretary 
July 2011

our top five donors and the % of IDS income they 
have contributed this year

payments to international partners this year  
by continent.

1 uK Department for International Development  47.0%

2 economic and Social Research Council   8.4%

3 european union    4.9%

4  Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation  4.2%

5  united nations    4.0%
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2.  we wIll lInk 
dIfferent perSpectIveS  
so that many people can contribute 
their knowledge to generate research 
findings that are more grounded  
and relevant.
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Our vision is a world in which poverty 
does not exist, social justice prevails and 
economic growth is focused on improving 
human wellbeing. 

We believe that research knowledge can 
drive the change that must happen in order 
for this vision to be realised. 

IDS is a leading global charity for 
research, teaching and information on 
international development. Founded 
in 1966, IDS enjoys an international 
reputation based on the quality of 
our work and our commitment to 
applying academic skills to real-world 
challenges. our theory of change is 
at the heart of what we do. We think 
that knowledge should be generated 
by sound methodology and in 
partnership with other development 
and non-development actors.

IDS hosts six dynamic research teams, 
several popular postgraduate courses, 
and a family of world-class knowledge 
services. the Institute is home to 
approximately 100 researchers,  
40 knowledge services staff,  
65 professional staff and about  
200 students at any one time. But the 
IDS community extends far beyond, 
encompassing an extensive network  
of over 400 partners, 1,600 alumni and 
hundreds of former staff across the 
development community worldwide.

3.	 	We	Will	be	present	
Where	it	counts		
to persuade people who make 
decisions about development and  
aid to imagine and choose the  
right options.

4.		We	Will	build	our	
institute	to	be	fit		
for	purpose		
to ensure that our culture, resources, 
systems and structures deliver on the 
first three aims.

About	the	institute	of	deVelopMent	studies	(ids)
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In this Annual Report you will read how IDS, 
now in our 45th year, has responded to a new set 
of strategic directions. We think these choices are 
already enhancing our ability to generate new ideas 
and evidence that provide a spur to development 
and good change. 

director’s	VieW

p
hoto:	teun	Voeten/p
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We want to engage more 
strategically with those outside of  
the development frame – groups 
who, nevertheless, affect 
development in profound ways. 
examples of this from 2010/11 include 
the Governance team’s work with 
tax authorities to maximise the 
developmental impact of increasing 
tax revenue, the Knowledge, 
technology and Society team’s 
work with animal health specialists 
to minimise risks of zoonosis, the 
Globalisation team’s work with the 
uK public opinion Monitor on how 
uK residents form their attitudes 
about aid, and the vulnerability and 
poverty Reduction team’s work to 
bring together the social protection, 
climate adaptation and disaster risk 
reduction communities in search  
of ‘adaptive social protection’. 

Second, we want to construct 
knowledge from multiple vantage 
points, across geographic borders, 
disciplines, and forms of expertise. 
examples of this include the work  
of the Knowledge Services team with 
the new generation of knowledge 
brokers emerging throughout Asia 
and Africa, and the multiple places and 
spaces the Reimagining Development 
initiative examined in the wake of the 
food and fuel crises. 

third, we aim to influence policy and 
practice in new and creative ways. 
examples from last year include our 
new Impact and learning team, 
assessing the influence and impact  
of our research; the AlIne 
programme, testing whether farmer-
driven feedback systems can influence 
agricultural development managers 
to make interventions more effective; 
the work of the British library for 
Development Studies in redefining 
ways of enhancing knowledge uptake 
capacities; and the participation, 
power and Social change team’s Big 
push Forward initiative to introduce 
diverse perspectives into the results 
and impact debate.

Finally, we need to evolve the Institute 
itself so that it can deliver on these 
aims. this means developing indicators 
to assess our own impact, investing 
in horizon scanning, diversifying our 
income sources, developing short 
courses to engage with new types 
of partners, continuing to reduce the 
ratio of overhead expenses to income 
to stay competitive in new arenas and 
launching new online initiatives for 
real-time influence. 

We believe that by building on these 
achievements our work will continue 
to have a bigger impact on people’s 
lives. this is why I am so proud to be 
a member of IDS and why I hope you 
choose to work with us. 

professor		
lAWrence	
hAddAd
ids	director

We believe that by building on these 
achievements our work will continue to 
have a bigger impact on people’s lives. 
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highlights	2010/11

building	neW	relAtionships		
A	neW	internAtionAl	centre	
for	tAx	And	deVelopMent		
is	lAunched
In november 2010, the new International 
centre for tax and Development, 
administered from IDS, was established 
to help bring together a diverse group of 
interests from people who collect taxes 
in developing countries, to civil society 
organisations, the media and tax experts. 
It is hoped that through these unique new 
partnerships progress can be made in 
designing and implementing tax systems in 
developing countries that can raise revenue 
efficiently and fairly, and in ways that will 
improve the quality of governance.

linking	different	perspectiVes	
lAunch	of	the	knoWledge		
brokers’	foruM
IDS Knowledge Services and seven other 
members of the IKMediary network, have 
developed an interactive website aimed 
at those who play a role in information 
management and knowledge-sharing. the 
Knowledge Brokers’ Forum (KBF) supports 
discussions and resource sharing that help 
to identify good practice in the field and 
strengthen the collective capacity and impact 
of this important community. Since its launch 
in September 2010, KBF has attracted over 
300 members from 63 countries. 

A snapshot of strategic highlights from 2010/11
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hoto:	sven	torfinn/p
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being	present	Where	it	counts	
the	neW	bottoM	billion	helps		
define	A	neW	policy	debAte
In a series of working papers, policy 
briefings, blogs and media interviews, IDS 
research by the vulnerability and poverty 
Reduction team provoked an important 
debate on the changing nature of poverty. 
the research, describing how 72 per cent  
of the world’s poor (the new Bottom Billion) 
live in middle-income countries, has been 
widely cited in Westminster, the un and 
in the media. It raises important questions 
for the current model of development 
assistance, where national per capita  
income is increasingly seen as a key 
determinant of the volume and  
composition of aid flows. 

building	our	institutionAl	
cApAcity	to	be	fit	for	purpose
consolidAting	our	online	And		
neW	MediA	plAtforMs

over the last year, improvements to the 
IDS website, promotion of social media 
and blogs and a new online partnership 
with the Guardian, all contributed to a very 
significant increase in IDS’ online presence. 
this provided an excellent platform for IDS 
research and enhanced our capability and 
capacity to convene debates on development 
issues. During this period, the monthly average 
number of visitors to the IDS website increased 
by around 25 per cent, twitter followers 
increased seven times and lawrence haddad’s 
Development horizons blog is now featured  
in the Guardian newspaper’s blogosphere.

A snapshot of strategic highlights from 2010/11
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looking	AheAd

Looking  
ahead

p
hoto:	c

hris	stow
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IDS is committed to research that matters. 
This means that we have to be aware of the 
events and issues that are affecting the lives 
of the most vulnerable people now. Recent 
headlines are shaping our current and 
planned research in a number of areas. 

In March 2011 the uK Department 
for International Development 
released the results of its Bilateral 
and Multilateral Aid Review. the 
focus on working with governments 
in fragile contexts raises important 
questions about how development 
programmes can deliver sustainable 
results amidst violence and conflict. 
IDS has commissioned a study as part 
of its tomorrow today series to map 
what the convergence of security 
and development means for agencies 
working in these areas. Another 
programme, MIcRocon, has been 
studying households in conflict-
affected areas for the last several 
years and focuses on how we can  
help families cope. 

Global food prices rose through  
much of 2010 and into early 2011. 
What does that mean for poor people 
in developing countries, who spend 
up to 80 per cent of their household 
income on food? to find out, IDS 
and oxfam have been conducting 
research with eight communities in 
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Kenya and 
Zambia. the Institute is also working 
with partners on a programme 
to determine how to protect the 
nutrition of the most vulnerable – 
newborns in developing countries.

Bill Gates was tasked with exploring 
new ways of funding development 
when G20 ministers gathered in 
paris early in 2011. the quest to 
draw in new sources of money and 
inspiration for social good is exercising 
governments around the world. 
IDS is working with the Rockefeller 
Foundation and Resource Alliance 
to develop a blueprint for the future 
of philanthropy and wellbeing in 
international development. 

the climate conference in cancun 
and global weather continued to 
keep climate change in the headlines 
throughout 2010/11. IDS climate 
change research has already had 
notable impact with its unique 
approach to adaptation, and this 
impact is likely to grow following 
the launch of a new climate change 
team in summer 2011.

We are leading a number of 
initiatives to help shape key policy 
debates in the coming year. For 
instance, since the review of the 
Millennium Development Goals in 
2010, the discourse around what 
happens after 2015 when they expire 
has been gathering momentum.  
IDS is heavily engaged in this debate. 
We also continue to look closely  
at the issue of public support for  
aid in an era of austerity, with plans  
to release new research from our  
uK public opinion Monitor.

IDS is working to develop 
a blueprint for the future 
of philanthropy and 
wellbeing in international 
development. 
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teAching,	leArning	And	AluMni

Teaching, learning  
and alumni  

teAching
the teaching programme – a core 
activity supporting our vision – 
enables IDS to reach out to form 
new alliances and relationships; our 
cohort of students coming from 
across the globe are professionals 
from government, non-governmental 
organisations and the private sector. 
the interaction and sharing of multiple 
perspectives between students and 
IDS Fellows provides opportunities 
for generating new knowledge and 
insights, thereby contributing to 
resolving international development 
issues of today and tomorrow.

our portfolio of eight MA 
programmes – focused on applied 
policy and practice, small class sizes and 
high levels of Fellow contact time – 
makes IDS uniquely placed to nurture 
the decision-makers of the future.

the creation of the post of Director 
of teaching and Alumni Relations, 
with the role of ensuring our 
teaching portfolio continues to be 
fit for purpose, demonstrates our 
commitment to ensuring that our MA 
programmes are continually updated, 
reflecting the latest thinking in both 
content and pedagogy.

p
hoto:	Julia	d

ay/id
s
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ids	AluMni
What distinguishes IDS alumni is the 
diversity of specialised backgrounds 
forming a powerful yet close-
knit network of development 
professionals. IDS alumni are vital 
to IDS in terms of sharing values, 
views and perspectives. the unique 
quality of the professional network is 
twofold: to collaborate professionally 
and socially with IDS and each other 
while influencing, informing and 
supporting IDS and its work. 

Graduates are our new alliances, 
providing their wide-ranging 
development experiences, 
perspectives and disciplines from 
private and public sectors to 
characterise our approaches to 
research. the IDS Director of 
teaching and Alumni Relations 
hosted an evening reception in 
Geneva; meeting with influential 
alumni working in united nations 
agencies including the International 
labour organisation, the united 
nations Research Institute for Social 
Development, the Global Fund and 
the united nations conference on 
trade and Development. 

IDS alumni ambassadors are gaining 
momentum at both regional and 
national levels, galvanising activity and 
coordinating roundtable discussions, 
social events and points of contact  
for prospective students. 

dphil	programme	

current IDS research priorities are 
also explored through the Dphil 
programme. Dphil research is 
supervised by IDS Fellows and close 
relationships are facilitated between 
Dphils, their supervisors and other 
researchers. the Dphil cohort also 
develops its own programme of 
learning through the Study and 
Methods (S&M) café and organising 
and hosting, in collaboration with 
colleagues at the university of Sussex, 
the 2010 eADI Summer School 
entitled ‘Security and the State today’.  
 
Msc	climate	change	and	
development

A joint programme together with 
the School of Global Studies and 
the Science and technology policy 
Research unit at the university 
of Sussex, dedicated to producing 
qualified professionals with 
understanding about the science of 
climate change and its implications for 
development. climate change already 
affects the world’s poorest and most 
vulnerable. Mitigation of greenhouse 
gas emissions is crucial to limit impacts, 
but substantial climate change is now 
inevitable and adaptation is a central 
issue in development.

MA	development	studies

the complex challenges of global 
poverty and development make ever 
greater demands on those working 
in aid agencies, governments, non-
governmental organisations and 
policy and research institutes. Meeting 
these challenges calls for creative 
development professionals who can 
apply and integrate critical thinking 
and practical experience from a wide 
range of perspectives. Students are 
equipped with the skills to engage 
critically in development issues and 
debates from an interdisciplinary 
perspective, applied to development 
policy, research and practice. 

MA	gender	and	development

our groundbreaking work pushes  
the boundaries, challenging normative 
ideas about gender with more 
nuanced, fluid perspectives on 
femininity, masculinity, women and 
men and the way they interact. We 
aim towards constructive re-visioning 
that challenges stereotypes. this 
is a collaborative programme with 
the university of Sussex – home to 
some of the world’s leading thinkers 
on gender and development. the 
programme combines both academic 
and practical policymaking approaches 
to the issues.  

IDS teAchInG pRoGRAMMeS ▼
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MA	globalisation	and	development

this programme offers a fresh 
perspective on globalisation, 
emphasising the shift of power 
from West to east and providing 
the analytical and practical skills to 
understand their main drivers. It 
explores how trade and financial 
policies affect the impact of 
globalisation on countries, firms and 
workers. It examines the role of the 
private sector in development and how 
policies influence the ways in which 
developing country firms are integrated 
into local and global value chains. 

MA	governance	and	development

Many development problems are 
attributed to ‘bad governance’, 
but what is ‘good governance’? 
to what extent and in what ways 
does governance actually affect 
development, and how can the quality 
of governance be improved? this 
programme explores such questions. 
topics covered include alternative 
modes of public service delivery, the 
impact of natural resource revenue  
on governance, the role of citizens  
in promoting democracy and  
holding governments to account,  
and the reconstruction of conflict-
ridden states. 

MA	poverty	and	development

the financial crisis has sharpened 
our belief that we live in a time of 
increasing insecurity and instability.  
But it has been insecure and unstable 
for the world’s poorest people for 
many years. this programme gives  
a solid grounding in the concepts 
and theories, and analytical and 
practical skills needed to engage 
in current debates on poverty and 
development issues. this cross-
disciplinary perspective is combined 
with specialised knowledge about  
the treatment of poverty reduction 
within the development discourse.  

MA	science,	society	and	
development

the MA in Science, Society and 
Development provides a social 
science perspective on the 
relationship between society and 
science, exploring how scientific 
expertise contributes to or constrains 
sustainable development. Focusing on 
health, environment and agriculture, 
this course provides a solid grounding 
in development theory. It moves on 
to develop a theoretically informed, 
action-oriented analysis of the role 
of framing narratives in science and 
technology policy processes. 

vIeWpoInt ▼

yin	Mon	VAnessA	hAn		
MA	deVelopMent	
studies,	2010/11

IDS’ close-knit community and 
open-door policy facilitates a strong 
Fellow-student bond. unprepared 
for the great learning experience, I 
was helped by the course convenors 
Jethro pettit and lizbeth navas-
Aleman, who are always available 
for academic and personal support. 
My classmates with varying degrees 
of experience, are deeply intelligent 
and driven, ensuring we approach 
development topics from a variety 
of perspectives. Wherever I am in 
the world, lessons learned here will 
continue to guide me. 

MelkAMnesh	AleMu,	
nutrition	AdViser,		
dfid	bAnglAdesh	
Mphil	deVelopMent	
studies,	1999–2001

IDS provided the opportunity to 
explore in-depth development issues 
I first encountered working in non-
governmental organisations. It gave 
me confidence to work effectively 
in the field and at policy levels. Staff 
and student diversity, knowledge 
and experience were incredible. 
this rich mix led me to establish 
lasting friendships with colleagues 
across the world. It was a valuable 
educational experience, at a turning 
point in my career. I am proud to be 
a member of the IDS family. 

IDS teAchInG pRoGRAMMeS (contInueD) ▼
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knoWledge	serVices

IDS Knowledge 
Services

p
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linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
lAunch	of	the	knoWledge	
brokers’	foruM
Knowledge brokers (KBs) and 
intermediaries are seen as increasingly 
important in the promotion and uptake 
of evidence-based decision-making 
in development. however, flows of 
information between KBs working  
in different geographical locations and 
sectors are weak; lessons and good 
practise are rarely exchanged. efforts 
are frequently duplicated, newcomers 
to the field are not able to draw on 
others for support, and there is a lack 
of platforms by which these actors can 
engage and learn from one another.

to address these issues, IDS 
Knowledge Services and seven other 
members of the IKMediary network 
developed an interactive website 
aimed at knowledge brokers and 
information intermediaries. the 
Knowledge Brokers’ Forum (KBF) 
supports discussions and resource-
sharing which help to identify good 
practice in the field and strengthen 
the collective capacity and impact  
of this important community.

Since its launch in September 
2010, KBF has attracted over 300 
members from 63 countries. this new 
global community has been actively 
developing a shared understanding 
around the concept and practice of 
knowledge brokering by exchanging 
resources and experiences. KBF has 
made it easier for people to access 
peer support and learn more about 
how to play this role in different 
contexts and settings. 

www.knowledgebrokersforum.org

linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
lessons	froM	AfricA	And	
south	AsiA	in	disAster	risk	
MAnAgeMent	And	cliMAte	
chAnge	AdAption	
IDS Knowledge Services co-produces 
the briefing series Joto Afrika with 
the Arid land Information network 
(AlIn) in Kenya and the Protifolon 
series with the Development 
Research network (D.net) in 
Bangladesh. Following discussions 
we recognised the possibility of 
linking our Kenyan and Bangladeshi 
colleagues to encourage them to 
jointly explore a key development 
issue pertinent to both locales. this 
led to the simultaneous production 
of issues of Joto Afrika and Protifolon 
on the theme of disaster risk 
management and climate change 
adaptation, reflecting African and 
South Asian perspectives. this 
illustrates how Knowledge Services  
is increasingly playing a convening role, 
bringing together Southern partners, 
supporting debate around shared 
development issues, encouraging 
lesson-sharing and enabling  
co-production opportunities.

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

IDS Knowledge Services aim to help 
people understand and make sense 
of the complexities and realities of 
poverty and inequality by drawing on 
quality research from around  
the world. 

We create, deliver and support 
information services and knowledge 
intermediaries, focusing on 
development research, policy and 
practice. We have built our expertise 
in this area through established 
information services such as BRIDGe 
and eldis. Acknowledging that it takes 
more than information access to 
support evidence-based decisions  
in policy and practice, we have also 
been collaborating with partners  
in the South to develop products  
and services tailored to local needs 
and demand.

over the last year, we have 
consolidated and expanded our 
existing partnership work with the 
Arid lands Information network  
in Kenya, D.net in Bangladesh and 
the Malawi Development exchange, 
whilst also pursuing opportunities 
with new partners. these include 
working with the Ghana community 
Radio network on new knowledge 
products and working with 
Fundaexpresión in colombia on 
gender and climate issues. We are  
also engaging with new partners  
and knowledge networks in India, 
uganda and South Africa. 

Helping people 
understand and make 
sense of the complexities 
and realities of poverty 
and inequality by drawing 
on quality research from 
around the world. 
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exAMples	of	our	Work	
produced	in	pArtnership

eldis	community	
A free online community for those 
involved in international development 
with interactive tools that enable 
members to discuss issues and share 
resources. eldis community supports 
IDS projects including: AlIne Farmer 
voice, china low carbon platform, 
the community-Based Adaptation 
exchange and enDA communities. 
http://community.eldis.org

governance	and	social	development	
resource	centre	(gsdrc)
IDS is a partner in the Governance 
and Social Development Research 
centre which aims to provide access 
to the best thinking on governance, 
conflict and social development. 
www.gsdrc.org 

Joto Afrika
produced in partnership with the 
Arid lands Information network 
(AlIn), Kenya, and the AfricaAdapt 
network, Joto Afrika is a series of 
printed briefings and online resources 
concerning adaptation to climate 
change in sub-Saharan Africa.  
http://alin.net/Joto 20Afrika

Malawi	development	exchange	
Delivered in partnership with the 
national library of Malawi, the 
Malawi Development exchange 
supports those interested in 
Malawian development issues, helping 
them to participate in discussions, 
share research and collaborate 
in communicating development 
knowledge produced in Malawi. 
http://community.eldis.org/malawi 

Protifolon	
Protifolon is a briefing series 
highlighting research from Bangladesh 
produced in collaboration with the 
Development Research network 
(D.net), Bangladesh.  
www.bdresearch.org/protifolon

MAsuM	billAh,		
reseArch	felloW,	
d.net	(deVelopMent	
reseArch	netWork),	
bAnglAdesh
IDS Knowledge Services visited 
D.net for three months in 2009, 
where they trained our team in 
research communication methods 
and processes. this allowed us 
to initiate a policy brief series, 
Protifolon, which is now on its 
fifth issue. 

I was able to further develop my 
skills last year when I was invited 
to work with them at IDS for 
two months. During this time I 
was trained in many innovative 
knowledge management 
tools, which has enabled me 
to restructure our web portal 
and make it more useful for 
Bangladeshi users.

through my interaction with IDS 
colleagues, I have not only gained 
professionally but have also made 
lifelong friendships.

bAsil	Jones,	principAl	
institutionAl	&	cApAcity	
building	expert,	
AfricAn	deVelopMent	
bAnk	group,	tunisiA	
Fortunately for me I came across  
the Knowledge Broker’s Forum  
as I was writing a paper on the role 
of a multilateral development bank 
as a knowledge broker. the African 
Development Bank could play a 
more consistent role as a knowledge 
broker and convenor of experts  
and policymakers and facilitator  
of African voice/consensus.

vIeWpoInt ▼
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The British Library for Development Studies (BLDS) 
contains the largest collection of economic and social 
development materials in Europe, consisting of one million 
items. It is singular among European libraries in that over 
half of this collection originates from the global South.

the	british	librAry	for	deVelopMent	studies

linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
rAising	the	profile	of	
southern	deVelopMent	
reseArch	by	MAking	
it	Accessible	to	An	
internAtionAl	Audience	
Much of the research originating 
from the South does not reach a 
global audience as a result of limited 
digital and online availability. last year, 
to redress this, we developed and 
launched a unique global repository 
that highlights this research and 
includes material not previously 
available in digital format and online. 
In the first year of the project we 
incorporated collections from institutes 
in Kenya, ethiopia and Zimbabwe, 
making over 1,000 pieces of research 
available to a global audience. 

linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
strengthening	the	
cApAcity	of	people	
Working	in	deVelopMent	
to	find	And	use	reseArch	
inforMAtion	effectiVely	
We have worked in partnership with 
the Information training outreach 
centre for Africa and cornell 
university’s Mann library to develop 
and pilot a ‘training of trainers’ course 
focusing on information literacy. the 
course was a radical departure from 
traditional classroom approaches 
with its emphasis on participatory 
learning, evaluation impact and 
assessing institutional capacity. 
Feedback from participants showed 
that building institutional capacity 
was key to supporting information 
literacy programmes, so we designed 
and ran four courses in this area, and 
convened an Africa-wide event to 
share learning on this. 

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

grAciAn	chiMWAzA,	
executiVe	director,	
inforMAtion	trAining	
And	outreAch	centre	
for	AfricA	(itocA)
For the past 12 years ItocA has 
trained researchers, educators, and 
practitioners throughout Africa on 
finding quality, up-to-date materials 
using online development resources 
such as Research4life and teeAl. 
last year we collaborated with the 
British library for Development 
Studies on strengthening the content 
and delivery of the training courses, 
with very encouraging results. course 
attendees and facilitators alike found 
the new participative approaches to 
be an effective and empowering way 
to learn online search skills that make 
a difference in their day-to-day work. 
overall, this collaboration has had a 
considerable positive impact on the 
way we impart knowledge and skills 
in our courses. 

vIeWpoInt ▼
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cliMAte	chAnge

Climate  
Change
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being	present		
Where	it	counts:	
the	role	of	children	
in	A	chAnging	
cliMAte	brought	to	
the	Attention	of	
policyMAkers
last year IDS continued to coordinate 
a programme of research as part of 
the children in a changing climate 
coalition. this has included a study 
of disaster impacts (particularly 
climate hazards) on child wellbeing 
since 2000, and also an analysis of 
the enabling environment for scaling 
up child-centred action on disasters 
and climate. We brought these 
studies together to explain the role 
of children, both as beneficiaries of 
climate and disaster programmes, 
and also as active citizens who can 
and should participate in identifying 
both climate and disaster risks and 
solutions. last year, as a direct 
result of our research, the multiple 
dimensions of childhood vulnerability 
and child agency were reflected in 
early drafts of two significant reports 
– the un International Strategy for 
Disaster Reduction’s (unISDR) Global 
Assessment of Risk 2011 and the 
forthcoming Intergovernmental panel 
on climate change (Ipcc) Special 
Report on extreme events. 

linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
lAndMArk	AfricAn	
gAthering	on	cliMAte	
chAnge	AdAptAtion
the AfricaAdapt network, an IDS-
led knowledge-sharing initiative 
on climate change adaptation, 
successfully ended its first phase on  
a high – convening a unique gathering 
of community leaders, government 
ministers, journalists, academic 
researchers, international donors  
and nGos, which met in ethiopia  
in March 2011. over 160 participants 
from across Africa came together 
at the AfricaAdapt Symposium to 
use their local knowledge to shape 
the future of African development in 
the face of a changing, unpredictable 
climate. Discussions focused on a 
common set of challenges, aiming 
to stimulate new thinking, build new 
partnerships and set a common 
agenda for change. the symposium 
marked the end of a year in which IDS 
provided a programme of mentoring 
and support to enDA-Senegal, 
who will take on the leadership of 
AfricaAdapt, marking the beginning 
of a new phase in African-led thinking 
and action on climate change. 

over the last year IDS work on 
climate change has continued to 
evolve, in ways which reflect our close 
relationships with policymakers. 

We have continued to have a major 
focus on building effective adaptation 
to climate change and enhanced 
disaster preparedness, encouraging 
approaches that give a voice to those 
people, including children, who are 
normally excluded from decision-
making. Another key focus has been 
low carbon development, especially in 
china, where research on barriers and 
opportunities is leading us into a new 
set of relationships with the private 
sector, for example in the renewable 
energy sector. Across all our work, a 
distinctive aspect of IDS’ approach to 
climate policy is increasing attention 
to the roles of ideas and politics in the 
processes by which policy is actually 
made and carried out.

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

We encourage approaches 
that give a voice to those 
people, including children, 
who are normally excluded 
from decision-making. 
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linking	difference	perspectiVes:		
helping	reseArchers	Access	policy	spAces
one of the key challenges for 
adaptation to climate change is to 
ensure that evidence from field-
level research informs government 
policy responses. through the 
Research to policy for Adaptation 
(RpA) project, IDS has worked 
with partners in Malawi, Kenya and 
tanzania to analyse policy processes 
related to adaptation projects under 
the climate change Adaptation 

in Africa (ccAA) programme. the 
work involved bringing together 
policy analysis and climate change 
adaptation two perspectives 
that, until now, have rarely been 
brought together. on the basis of 
the analysis, the teams developed 
project-specific engagement 
strategies, giving advice on how 
researchers may better access  
policy spaces.

reseArch	centres

Strengthening climate Resilience  
AfricaAdapt 
children in a changing climate

vIeWpoInt ▼

sAJJAd	MohAMMAd	sAJid,		
scr	regionAl	focAl	
point,	south	AsiA,	
christiAn	Aid	And	
christiAn	Aid’s	regionAl	
eMergency	MAnAger	
We’ve been working with IDS 
on the Strengthening climate 
Resilience programme and over 
the past year have developed 
what we’ve called the climate 
Smart Disaster Risk Management 
approach. one of the key outcomes 
of the approach and the programme 
is that it brings together our 
experience as practitioners working 
with vulnerable and socially excluded 
communities with researchers who 
we wouldn’t otherwise have had 
the chance to exchange and learn 
from. By each using our relative 
expertise we’ve been able to host a 
series of national, regional and global 
consultations which have brought 
together different communities 
of practice. this has broken down 
the siloed way we currently work 
(for example, DRR, climate change, 
development) but also the siloed 
communities in which we’re so 
used to working – as practitioners, 
researchers and policymakers. By 
harnessing the rich experience and 
expertise of such varied groups, 
our climate Smart Disaster Risk 
Management approach incorporates 
more voices and opinions than we 
would have been able to reflect 
upon alone.
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globAlisAtion

Globalisation
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The distinctive feature of the Globalisation 
Team is our focus on sustainable economic 
growth, and the role of the private sector in 
contributing to this. 

over the last year, our work on 
access to markets, aid for trade, and 
the politics of local investment has 
helped shape thinking and influence 
policy in the eu, china, Indonesia 
and elsewhere.

this year we have forged deeper 
links with the private sector through 
partnerships with the International 
Business leaders Forum, un Global 
compact, Business Action for  
Africa and Business Fights poverty, 
as well as with the Social Innovation 
centre at InSeAD, the global  
business school. We are building  
on these links to design innovative 
ways of evaluating the impact of 
inclusive business strategies and 
private sector engagement on 
development outcomes.

We have also undertaken pioneering 
work integrating climate change and 
economic models to estimate the 
costs of climate change adaptation. 
Going forward, we will be working 
with IDS’ new climate change team 
to explore the impact of alternative 
approaches to climate change finance.

lAlith	goonAtilAke	
director,	trAde	
cApAcity	building	
brAnch,	unido	
Many lower-income countries 
have voiced a demand for trade-
related policy advice on national 
development priorities. unIDo and 
the Globalisation team at IDS have 
worked together to develop an 
original analysis of border rejections 
of developing countries’ exports, 
quantifying the monetary losses 
from detentions and rejections. 
together we published the 2010 
trade Standards compliance Report, 
which developed a benchmarking 
tool to measure how well 
developing countries comply with 
international market requirements. 
this helps to establish the costs 
and benefits of investments by 
donors and national governments 
in compliance capacity. IDS’ input 
has enabled unIDo to develop an 
innovative public good that supports 
countries without national research 
capacities to trade their way out of 
poverty in sectors such as fisheries 
and horticulture.

vIeWpoInt ▼
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being	present		
Where	it	counts:		
ids	Joins	the	debAte	on	
finAnciAl	trAnsAction	
tAxes	With	A	systeMAtic	
reVieW	of	the	eVidence	
last year, as Western governments 
struggled to balance their budgets,  
a coalition of nGos, unions and others 
launched a campaign for a ‘Robin hood 
tax’ on financial transactions to raise 
money for poverty alleviation. But does 
such a tax make sense? Globalisation 
team leader neil Mcculloch 
undertook a systematic review for 
the Department for International 
Development (DFID) of the evidence 
both for and against such financial 
transaction taxes (Ftts). this research 
was presented to policymakers and 
influencers in Westminster and was 
reported in the uK national media. 
contrary to the views of many in the 
financial sector, the evidence from IDS 
suggests that a tax is feasible, and in 
the uK alone could raise as much as 
the entire uK aid budget. however, 
there is little evidence that a tax  
would stabilise financial markets.  
plans are now underway to present 
this evidence to eu policymakers as 
the French attempt to use their 2011 
G20 presidency to keep Ftts firmly  
on the international policy agenda.

The Foresight report 
caught the attention of 
politicians, media and 
policymakers across  
the globe.

being	present		
Where	it	counts:		
ids	reseArchers	outline	
the	chAnges	required	to	
ensure	food	security	for	
nine	billion	people	by	2050
In January 2011 Foresight, the uK 
government’s think tank, published  
a report calling for the urgent redesign 
of the global food system, bringing 
sustainability centre stage. As members 
of the project’s lead expert Group, 
IDS’ lawrence haddad and Sherman 
Robinson made key contributions to 
the final report, and Dirk Willenbockel 
and Xavier cirera prepared background 
papers. the project explored the 
pressures on the global food system 
between now and 2050 and identified 
the decisions that policymakers need 
to take today, and in the years ahead, 
to feed a rising population sustainably 
and equitably. the report caught the 
attention of politicians, media and 
policymakers across the globe, with 
support from caroline Spelman,  
the Secretary of State for the 
Department of environment, Food 
and Rural Affairs and from the oecD  
Secretary General.

being	present		
Where	it	counts:		
uk	public	opinion	Monitor	
inforMs	debAte	on	public	
support	for	Aid	
In 2010, IDS launched the uK public 
opinion Monitor (uKpoM), a unique 
project aiming to understand public 
support for development. By regularly 
surveying a panel of 6,000 people 
in the uK, we can understand how 
attitudes change over time, and 
what factors drive these changes. 
the uKpoM has become the key 
information source on uK public 
support for development, not only 
for DFID but also for the wider 
development community. the first 
round of uKpoM survey results, 
launched just before the un MDG 
Summit, generated 26 media articles 
including coverage in the Daily 
Telegraph, the Guardian and on the 
BBc. It promoted comment and 
debate from across the development 
sector, from the european 
commission, the uK government  
and the Shadow Secretary of State 
for International Development

hIGhlIGhtS ▼
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building	neW	
relAtionships:		
A	neW	internAtionAl	
centre	for	tAx	And	
deVelopMent	is	lAunched
the International centre for tax and 
Development (IctD), established 
in november 2010, is administered 
from IDS and funded by DFID and 
the Government of norway. Five 
years ago, mention of the need for 
more government revenue was 
typically a prelude to a discussion 
of aid. today, it is far more likely 
to lead to debates about raising 
revenue within developing countries. 
the next challenge is to raise that 
revenue efficiently and fairly, and in 
ways that will improve the quality of 
governance. this requires researchers 
to work closely with the people 
who collect taxes, the civil society 
organisations that mobilise around 
tax issues, the journalists who shape 
public understandings of them, and 
those aid agencies that take these 
issues seriously. the consortium that 
founded the centre, the largest 
member of which is the African tax 
Administrators Forum, represents  
all these perspectives. 

We use evidence-based research 
to challenge and refine ideas and 
practice, engaging with citizens, 
decision-makers and power-holders 
across the globe and at all levels of 
public authority (from local to global). 
the team exhibits a unique blend of 
thematic and geographic expertise 
that enables us to achieve these goals. 

established scholars and experienced 
policy analysts are working with 
global networks of partners on topics 
ranging from taxation, public service 
delivery, administrative and justice 
reform, and social accountability to 
post-conflict reconstruction, peace-
building, and international crime and 
narcotics control. our research and 
policy work both reflect IDS’ vision 
that positive change is possible, and 
conflict and crises can be prevented 
and transformed if knowledge is 
grounded, sharply problem-focused 
and co-constructed.

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

The Governance Team’s work is centred 
on the critical analysis of public authority 
and the institutions, social networks and 
politics that shape it – for good or bad. In 
this respect, the notions of legitimacy, power, 
state-citizen bargaining, contestation and  
(il)legality are central. 
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being	present		
Where	it	counts:		
our	reseArch	reAches	
eVen	the	Most	frAgile	
stAtes	
last year, members of the 
Governance team conducted 
pioneering research with partners 
in some of the most fragile states 
in sub-Saharan Africa, including 
the central African Republic, the 
Democratic Republic of congo, 
Mali, Mozambique, puntland, 
Sierra leone and Somaliland. their 
work is concerned with human 
security and the processes by which 
countries that have collapsed into 
civil war may be able to recover it. 
the programme has demonstrated 
the critical importance of bottom-
up approaches, which are usually 
neglected, as well as stressing that 
the restoration of peace and security 
involves multiple actors outside 
the usual channels of formal state 
authority. programme researchers 
have provided advice on these issues 
to well-placed policymakers in 
bilateral and multilateral development 
and foreign relations agencies in 
Africa and europe including the 
Intergovernmental Authority on 
Development (IGAD) in the horn  
of Africa, the uK Foreign office and 
the eu office for Somalia.

building	neW	
relAtionships:	
supporting	reseArchers	
in	A	neW	russiA
As Russia emerges as a new 
international aid donor, Governance 
team Research Fellow Marc 
Berenson and Director of teaching 
and Alumni Relations Robert 
nurick have been working with the 
World Bank and 12 leading Russian 
development studies scholars to 
provide technical assistance and advice 
to the Russian Federation in their 
bid to develop courses, curricula and 
learning materials on development 
aid. By providing start-up training 
programmes for Russia’s university 
educators and bureaucrats, the 
project has also provided IDS with a 
series of further opportunities in the 
areas of development studies research 
and development aid training with 
several new academic and institutional 
partners in Russia.

VlAdiMir	bArteneV,	phd,	
AssociAte	professor,	
depArtMent	of	World	
politics,	loMonosoV	
MoscoW	stAte	
uniVersity	
Along with other academics from 
the leading Russian universities, 
I cooperated with IDS on the 
preparation of the modular training 
course on international development 
aid for the World Bank ‘Russia as 
a Donor Initiative’. My personal 
experience with this cooperation  
has been truly positive.

Both my counterparts, Marc 
Berenson and David leonard, 
demonstrated a genuine willingness 
to contribute as much as possible to 
the development of the curriculum. 
By suggesting the most relevant 
literature on the topic, providing 
swift and detailed feedback on the 
content and encouraging me to 
think about how to present the 
lectures to two distinct audiences 
(policy practitioners and academics), 
they ensured a timely delivery of the 
final product which will hopefully 
help strengthen Russia’s potential  
as a donor.

vIeWpoInt ▼

reseArch	centres

International centre for tax and 
Development

network of excellence for Qualitative 
Research in the Social Sciences in sub-
Saharan Africa
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knoWledge,	technology	And	society

Knowledge, Technology  
and Society
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The Knowledge, Technology and Society 
(KNOTS) Team strives to meet the 
interlinked global challenges of poverty 
reduction, social justice and environmental 
sustainability, believing that this is a moral 
and political imperative of our age. 

We undertake research that focuses 
on science, technology and society, 
asking how diverse knowledge and 
expert science can advance poor 
people’s concerns and improve 
environmental sustainability in locally 
and culturally specific ways. our 
approach emphasises the importance 
of collaborative understandings which 
go beyond scientific objectivity to 
include awareness of how dynamic 
sociopolitical, environmental and 
technological factors interact. 

clustering our work around 
agriculture, health, and water and 
sanitation, we have created new 
alliances with natural scientists, 
published excellent individual and co-
constructed research, and developed 
innovative influencing strategies. 
ultimately, the KnotS team seeks 
to produce policy-relevant work 
which – through bringing different 
perspectives, associated solutions 
and trade-offs to the fore – supports 
social and environmental justice. 

dr	kAMAl	kAr,		
founder	And	chAirMAn	
of	the	clts	foundAtion
I have had a long association with 
both IDS and the KnotS team. 
Working recently on the DFID-
funded community-led total 
Sanitation project led by lyla Mehta 
has been a great pleasure, bringing 
me closer to the KnotS team and 
developing strong functional linkages 
between us. the recently published 
book Shit Matters will address so 
many important questions which 
have been raised; everywhere I’ve 
worked, I’ve been answering people 
with ‘wait until this book comes 
out’. It will make such a difference to 
people around the world. It is vital 
that this book is widely disseminated, 
and translated quickly to ensure 
maximum impact. I have just come 
out of an intensive two days at the 
liquid Dynamics II StepS Water 
Symposium held at IDS, which was 
creatively planned, bringing together 
a fantastic platform of practitioners, 
academics and policymakers. It has 
been a huge success. you could  
clearly see that people will go 
away with new ideas – things will 
definitely happen from here. 

vIeWpoInt ▼

reseArch	centres

Future Agricultures consortium

Social, technological and environmental pathways to 
Sustainability (StepS centre)

Future health Systems Research programme consortium 

Realising Rights Research programme consortium (ended 2010)

protecting the rural poor against the economic consequences 
of major illness: a challenge for Asian transitional economies 
povIll (ended 2010)
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linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
A	neW	report	brings	
together	locAl	reAlities	
And	globAl	perspectiVes	
on	‘Aid	for	Aids’
IDS has been working with the 
Research for equity and community 
health (ReAch) trust in Malawi, 
the Institute of economic and 
Social Research of the university of 
Zambia and the African population 
and health center in Kenya on a 
three-country research project, 
entitled ‘Aid for AIDS’. hayley 
MacGregor and Jerker edström 
from IDS’ KnotS team have just 
published two syntheses of the 
research findings across the three 
countries, providing lessons for 
future donor policy. the findings 
suggest that we must acknowledge 
the complementary benefits of 
plural channels of resourcing beyond 
the public sector, as well as the need 
for investment in building civil society 
sector capacity. Donors should focus 
their support to governments on 
improving governance rather than 
resourcing public budgets and, above 
all, ‘start at home’ by improving 
donor initiatives’ interactions 
and coherence to become more 
complementary and less complicated 
down to community levels. 

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

linking	different	
perspectiVes:	
neW	MAnifesto	
lAunched	on	innoVAtion,	
sustAinAbility,	
deVelopMent
last year the eSRc funded StepS 
centre (www.steps-centre.org) 
researchers, together with partners 
around the world, launched an 
ambitious multimedia project inspired 
by the ‘Sussex Manifesto’ published  
40 years ago. It involved roundtables, 
workshops, networking, video 
and interactive online activities 
(www.anewmanifesto.org). our 
‘new Manifesto’ proposed a ‘3D’ 
agenda for innovation, focusing on 
direction, distribution and diversity. 
It recommended five areas for 
catalysing and provoking specific 
concrete actions in different places. 
these are agenda-setting, funding, 
capacity building, organisational 
arrangements and monitoring, 
evaluation and accountability. 

this international project was inspired 
by our belief that in order to meet 
the challenges of sustainability and 
social justice, a radical shift is needed 
in how we think about and perform 
innovation – amounting to a new 
politics. the new Manifesto provided 
the StepS centre with opportunities 
to engage with new alliances around 
the world, to document and learn 
from ‘3D’ innovation initiatives, 
and to take key messages to 
national governments, international 
organisations and civil society groups 
in an effort to effect long-term 
change at multiple levels. 

building	neW	
relAtionships:		
ids	felloW	tAckles	
WAter	scArcity	With	
soMe	unusuAl	reseArch	
pArtners
KnotS Research Fellow, lyla Mehta, 
has been awarded the chance 
to undertake funded research in 
partnership with microbiologists, 
chemists, biotechnologists, engineers 
and product designers, exploring 
new waste treatment technologies 
for peri-urban environments in the 
developing world. ‘A Global Solution 
to protect Water by transforming 
Waste’, a project led by the university 
of Glasgow, was selected by the 
engineering and physical Sciences 
Research council’s sandpit (or ideas 
factory) after 22 participants from 
various disciplines explored solutions 
to water scarcity and collectively 
developed research proposals which 
were then peer-reviewed. 

the research aims to develop 
scientifically sound, low-cost, locally 
appropriate and innovative technology 
based on anaerobic digestion, while 
adopting a participatory ‘socio-
technical’ approach. this truly 
interdisciplinary project, with new 
and unusual research partners, has 
potential to bring about significant 
changes in bio-engineering while 
introducing novel and socially 
appropriate technologies – developed 
in the South – to improve waste 
treatment efficiency in the north. 
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pArticipAtion,	poWer	And	sociAl	chAnge

Participation, Power  
and Social Change
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this year we have carried out cutting-
edge work on emerging issues such 
as collective mobilisation in north 
Africa, new forms of ‘unruly politics’, 
and the social impacts of the global 
financial crisis. We concluded a 
ten-year Development Research 
centre on citizenship, participation 
and Accountability, funded by the 
uK Department for International 
Development. We launched  
the Big push Forward initiative –  
a coalition to create space for a 
greater variety of approaches to 
impact assessment. We have added 
a number of experienced action 
researchers to the team, enhancing 
our capacity to support large-
scale participatory research and 
communication processes. 

Our work is now organised 
in four clusters: 

•  new approaches to  
co-constructing 
knowledge 

•  gender justice and 
sexuality

•  power and politics

•  social change and 
development in settings 
of violence and conflict.

The aim of the Participation, Power and 
Social Change (PPSC) Team is to facilitate 
participatory, power-aware research  
for social change. 

being	present		
Where	it	counts:
exhibition	on	sexuAlity	
And	deVelopMent
By convening a diverse range of 
theorists and activists to assess 
prevailing approaches to sexuality and 
explore new perspectives the Sexuality 
and Development programme has 
created a cutting-edge portfolio of 
work. communicating and influencing 
have been central to the approach. 
through a mobile photographic 
exhibition, the programme vividly 
brought research to life for an academic 
and policy audience. the exhibition 
was launched at the Department for 
International Development, our funder, 
on valentine’s Day 2011 and provided 
an opportunity to stress the linkages 
between development and intimacy, 
love, pleasure and romance. Images 
and text allowed us to explore: the 
links between sexuality, pleasure and 
wellbeing; the ways in which poverty 
constrains sexual expression and 
behaviour; how departing from sexual 
norms can make you poor and how 
conformity can also be damaging; and 
the links between sexuality and violence. 

hIGhlIGhtS ▼
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linking	different	
perspectiVes:
the	cApAcity	collectiVe
We are using action research to co-
construct new practices that support 
sustainable capacity development for 
social change. Much contemporary 
capacity development work focuses 
on individual and organisational 
skill deficits, but our whole-system 
approach aims to drive practice 
forward by acknowledging the 
complexity of social change processes, 
the importance of learning in action, 
and the need to address inequitable 
power relations in supporting people’s 
capacity to act in transformative 
ways. With financial support from 
Irish Aid and other donors, we are co-
facilitating action research processes 
in peru, ecuador, nicaragua, Ghana 
and uganda. our strategy is based 
on the belief that the sharing of 
diverse experiences and perspectives 
is central to the co-construction of 
new knowledge and practice. In May 
2010 we published an IDS Bulletin on 
‘Reflecting collectively on capacities 
for change’. In July 2010 we hosted 
a workshop in nicaragua where 
participants from the action research 
initiatives reflected on the processes 
and capacities that have emerged. 

deeViA	bhAnA,	
AssociAte	professor,	
fAculty	of	educAtion,	
uniVersity	of	kWAzulu	
nAtAl,	south	AfricA
In South Africa the effect of 
working with the IDS Sexuality 
and Development programme has 
permitted a fresher understanding 
of young people’s sexualities. often, 
African sexualities have been framed 
within the logic of sexual danger and 
it is an area of work that continues 
to flourish. under circumstances 
of continued sexual risk and hIv 
and AIDS, sexual danger remains 
dominant. however, when I spoke 
to young people in the various social 
contexts of South Africa, danger 
was just a part of their experience 
of sexuality. Boys and girls, aged 
16–17, spoke in eloquent ways 
about their desires, pleasures and 
their aspirations. Most spoke about 
romantic relationships, of love, fun 
and pleasure. Working with young 
people means taking seriously their 
claims to love and finding ways of 
enhancing pleasure in spite of  
sexual danger.

vIeWpoInt ▼

being	present		
Where	it	counts:
understAnding	politicAl	
trAnsforMAtion	in	the	
ArAb	World
In 2011 the popular uprisings in 
egypt, tunisia and elsewhere in the 
Arab world showed the power of 
citizen’s collective action to bring 
about change in constrained political 
environments. But pursuing a citizen-
led approach to development has 
been hampered by a lack of evidence 
on the measurable outcomes one 
can expect from citizen action. 
Mariz tadros (ppSc Fellow) has been 
working in this context for some time. 
her recent study ‘engaging politically 
Behind Red lines’ with taghreed 
Abou hamdan and hind Mahmoud, 
examined six cases where women’s 
collective mobilisation led explicitly 
to policy change in egypt and Jordan 
(between 2000 and 2010). they 
assessed what factors accounted for 
the emergence, success and failure 
of women’s coalitions, and concluded 
that engagement in informal politics 
was as – if not more – important than 
formal citizen–state engagement.  
this work has helped to lay the 
ground for a new ppSc team focus 
on unruly politics – politics that emerge 
outside of the state, civil society and 
even organised social movements – 
which will help improve the evidence 
base and fuel policy debate on  
citizen-led development.

reseArch	centres

Development Research centre 
on citizenship, participation and 
Accountability

pathways of Women’s empowerment
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VulnerAbility	And	poVerty	reduction

Vulnerability and  
Poverty Reduction
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over the last year our research has 
made a considerable contribution 
to global thinking about the future 
of vulnerability and poverty policy 
and practice. Members of the team 
have been involved in a number 
of influential reports including the 
World Development Report 2011 
Overcoming Conflict and Fragility and 
the Second european Development 
Report Social Protection for Inclusive 
Development, as well as contributing 
research papers to the un MDG 
Summit in new york and engaging 
with uK parliamentarians through 
the Institute’s Dangerous Ideas in 
Development seminar series.

We have also continued our 
engagement with groups outside 
the development industry and will be 
taking this work forward by mapping 
all of the organisations we engage 
with in order to help us broaden our 
research partnerships beyond their 
current reach.

At the heart of the Vulnerability and 
Poverty Reduction (VPR) Team’s work 
is a commitment to identify and develop 
responses to vulnerability that give  
greater agency and voice to vulnerable  
and poor people. 

hAris	gAzdAr,	
senior	reseArcher	
At	the	collectiVe	for	
sociAl	science	reseArch	
(cssr),	kArAchi,	pAkistAn	
We responded to a call for 
proposals from the Social 
protection in Asia (SpA) 
programme at IDS because  
we felt that their groundbreaking 
approach offered us the 
opportunity of doing innovative 
research in an area where we had 
abiding interest. this expectation 
was more than fulfilled and our 
close and frequent interactions 
with IDS Fellows and other 
SpA partners proved to be a 
tremendous source of learning  
and insight. our research 
confirmed the close linkage 
between housing and social 
marginalisation, and hence the 
centrality of residential security  
to a transformative social 
protection agenda.

vIeWpoInt ▼
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hIGhlIGhtS ▼

being	present		
Where	it	counts:
ids	cAptures	the	
deVelopMent	sector’s	
Attention	With	the	neW	
bottoM	billion
In the autumn of 2010 vpR Research 
Fellow Andy Sumner caused a 
major stir across academia, amongst 
policymakers and in the international 
media with new research on where 
poor people live. In a series of working 
papers, policy briefings, blogs and media 
interviews he provoked an important 
debate on the changing nature of 
poverty. two decades ago, 93 per cent 
of the world’s poor lived in countries 
officially classified as low-income (lIcs). 
But the new Bottom Billion revealed 
that now, 72 per cent of the world’s 
poor live in middle-income countries 
(MIcs). this research has successfully 
set a new agenda within policy spheres 
and the media around a debate on this 
‘new geography of global poverty’. 
It raises important questions for 
the current model of development 
assistance, where national per capita 
income has increasingly been seen as 
a key determinant of the volume and 
composition of aid flows. 

linking	different	
perspectiVes:
An	ids-coordinAted	
netWork	pioneers	
A	neW	ApproAch	to	
understAnding	Violence	
Within	coMMunities	
Researchers in MIcRocon, an 
international research programme 
and network coordinated by staff 
in the vpR team, have created 
a generic conflict identification 
module to be used in World Bank 
living standards surveys carried out 
in conflict-affected countries. the 
use of this module will provide data 
that contextualises violence within 
communities, while providing micro-
level data that is comparable across 
countries. this marks an important 
step forward in the analysis of violent 
conflict and its aftermath. 

reseArch	centres	

MIcRocon (A Micro-level Analysis 
of violent conflict)

centre for Social protection

being	present		
Where	it	counts:
the	centre	for	sociAl	
protection	proVides	An	
iMportAnt	neW	plAtforM	
for	MAking	sp	policies	
More	effectiVe
the centre for Social protection 
(cSp) has provided a platform from 
which to build more sustainable 
anti-poverty programmes and an 
international network for thinking 
about how to make social protection 
policies and programmes more 
effective. over the last year members 
of the cSp have played a leading 
role in a series of influential papers 
and activities – the Social Protection 
in Africa: Where Next? communiqué, 
the Second european Development 
Report on Social Protection for Inclusive 
Development, and as advisors to and 
evaluators of major programmes in 
ethiopia, Kenya and Rwanda. the 
influence of IDS thinking on social 
protection is clearly evident in the 
new World Bank ten-year strategy 
for social protection, in recent 
unIceF regional strategy papers,  
and in multilateral and bilateral aid 
agency positions. 
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coMMunicAtions

Communications
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the communications Department 
plays a central role in responding to 
these challenges. We seek to provide 
an enabling environment for the work 
of IDS to engage with those who may 
have a part to play in creating a world 
without poverty and delivering on the 
promise of global wellbeing. 

last year we focused on improving 
the integration of the various 
dimensions of our communication 
work to maximise impact. 

our use of social media platforms, 
engagement with the media 
and Westminster events have all 
converged to allow us to more 
effectively convene discussions  
around key development issues. We 
have also been focusing our work 
on exploring the role of knowledge 
intermediaries and getting research 
into policy and practice with our 
Impact and learning team.

being	present	
Where	it	counts:	
helping	to	shApe		
the	debAte	Around		
the	Mdg	reVieW
the united nations Millennium 
Development Goals (MDG) Summit 
in September 2010 provided IDS 
with the opportunity to execute 
an integrated communications 
strategy around three separate 
MDG-related research projects: 
Martin Greeley’s synthesis of the 
MDG Summit taskforce reports, 
naila Kabeer’s Social Inequality 
report and Andy Sumner’s After 
2015 pro-poor policy research. 

our media, public affairs and 
online activities resulted in 
widespread media coverage in the 
uK, international and Southern 
media, unprecedented levels 
of traffic to our website and 
increased document downloads. 
naila Kabeer was subsequently 
invited to present her findings to 
the 2nd committee of the united 
nations General Assembly, Martin 
Greeley’s policy briefing was 
preparatory material for Andrew 
Mitchell, the Secretary of State 
for International Development, 
on his way to the Summit, and 
Andy Sumner’s research was 
widely cited by journalists, uK 
parliamentarians, DFID officials and 
non-governmental organisations.

hIGhlIGhtS ▼

In a world where ideas are more mobile, 
spaces for influence are more diverse and 
the pressure to demonstrate the value of 
the international development spend is ever 
more unrelenting, IDS is faced with several 
opportunities and challenges. 
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building	our	
institutionAl	cApAcity	to	
be	fit	for	purpose:	
consolidAting	our	
online	And	neW	MediA	
plAtforMs
over the last year improvements 
to the IDS website, promotion of 
social media and blogs and a new 
online partnership with the Guardian, 
all contributed to a very significant 
increase in IDS’ online presence. 
this provided an excellent platform 
for IDS research and enhanced our 
capability and capacity to convene 
debates on development issues. there 
has been better use of multimedia 
content, more timely, audience-led 
outputs and better use of new media 
technologies. this enhanced approach 
to e-communications has resulted 
in greater media profile, increased 
attendance at IDS events and an 
increase in publications downloads.

building	our	
institutionAl	cApAcity	to	
be	fit	for	purpose:	
deVeloping	indicAtors	
Around	our	theory	of	
chAnge
In a sector that is increasingly 
evidence-focused, it is important 
that IDS itself develops ways to 
demonstrate its effectiveness as an 
institution. It needs to report its own 
progress to its stakeholders. With the 
new IDS strategy, this reporting has 
become even more complex – new 
alliances creating new pathways of 
influence, co-construction muddying 
the publications waters, dynamic 
engagement requiring rolling, 
longitudinal stakeholder interviews. 
the Impact and learning team 
(Ilt) has been working with the 
Directorate to put in place processes 
for monitoring and learning from its 
own performance. It has created a 
systematic dataset for the Institute, 
using manageable and proportional 
indicators to be regularly reported to 
the Board. the team is working with 
research teams, teaching colleagues 
and our network of partners to 
support the innovative capture of  
data and analysis across the Institute.

lucy	lAMble,		
globAl	deVelopMent	
site	editor,	the	GuArdiAn	
We were delighted when IDS agreed 
to share their insight, time and 
expertise to ensure the successful 
launch of the Guardian’s new Global 
Development site. the central 
communications team advice on 
content and creation of a resource 
area on the site was invaluable.

IDS has been quick to respond to 
queries and offer writers on a range 
of topical issues. the team have 
supplied us with crucial background 
information and have worked closely 
with us to find accessible ways of 
publishing key development data. 
their advice, energy and creativity 
have been fantastic.

vIeWpoInt ▼
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Over the last two years the number of articles written by 
IDS researchers in peer-reviewed journals has increased 
by over 80 per cent. Here’s a selection of our publications 
by team from 2010/11.

governance

Ananthpur, K. and Moore, M.p. (2010) 
‘Ambiguous Institutions: traditional 
Governance and local Democracy in 
Rural South India’, Journal of Development 
Studies 46.4, April 

Berenson, Marc (2010) ‘Serving citizens: 
how comparable are polish and Russian 
“Street-level” Bureaucrats?’, Comparative 
Political Studies 43.5, May

crook, Richard (2010) ‘Rethinking civil 
Service Reform in Africa: “Islands of 
effectiveness” and organisational 
commitment’, Commonwealth and 
Comparative Politics 48.4: 479–504  

houtzager, p. and Acharya, A. (2011) 
‘Associations, Active citizenship, and 
the Quality of Democracy in Brazil and 
Mexico’, Theory and Society 40.1: 1–36, Jan 

knowledge,	technology	and	society	

Dry, S. and leach, M. (eds) (2010) 
Epidemics: Science, Governance and Social 
Justice, pathways to Sustainability Series, 
london: earthscan 

Mehta, l. and Synne, M. (eds) (2011) Shit 
Matters: The Potential of Community-led 
Total Sanitation, Rugby: practical Action 

Scoones, I. (2011) Zimbabwe’s Land Reform: 
Myths and Realities, london: James currey 

Waldman, l. (2011) The Politics of Asbestos: 
Understandings of Risk, Disease and Protest, 
pathways to Sustainability Series, london: 
earthscan

climate	change

cannon, t. and Mueller-Mahn, D. (2010) 
‘vulnerability, Resilience and Development 
Discourses in context of climate change’, 
Natural Hazards 55.3: 621–35

harvey, B. (2011) ‘negotiating openness 
across Science, Icts, and participatory 

Development: lessons from the 
AfricaAdapt network’, Information 
Technologies and International Development 
7.1: 1931

newsham, A. and thomas, D. (in press) 
‘Knowing, Farming and climate change 
Adaptation in north-central namibia’, 
Global Environmental Change

urban, F. (2010) ‘pro-poor low carbon 
Development and the Role of Growth’, 
International Journal of Green Economics 
4.1: 82–93

Vulnerability	and	poverty	reduction	

Devereux, S. (2010) ‘Better Marginalised 
than Incorporated? pastoralist livelihoods 
in Somali Region, ethiopia’, European 
Journal of Development Research 22: 
678–95

lind, J. with howell, J. (2010) ‘counter-
terrorism, the politics of Fear and civil 
Society Responses in Kenya’, Development 
and Change 41.2: 335–53 

McGregor, A. with Deneulin, S. (2010) 
‘the capability Approach and the politics 
of a Social conception of Wellbeing’, 
European Journal of Social Theory 13.4: 
501–19 

Sabates-Wheeler, R. with Feldman, R. 
(eds) (2011) Migration and Social Protection: 
Claiming Social Rights Beyond Borders, 
london: palgrave 

globalisation

Abdel-latif, A. and Schmitz, h. (2010) 
‘Growth Alliances: Insights from egypt’, 
Business and Politics 12.4, Article 4

henson, S. and humphrey, J. (2010) 
‘understanding the complexities of 
private Standards in Global Agri-Food 
chains as they Impact Developing 
countries’, Journal of Development Studies 
46.9: 1628–46

Mcculloch, n. and Grover, A. (2010) 
Estimating the National Impact of the 
Financial Crisis in Indonesia by Combining 
a Rapid Qualitative Study with Nationally 
Representative Surveys, IDS Working paper 
346, Brighton: IDS 

Reilly, M. and Willenbockel, D. (2010) 
‘Managing uncertainty: A Review of Food 
System Scenario Analysis and Modelling’, 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society B 365.1554: 3049–63

participation,	power	and	social	change

Gaventa, J. and Barrett, G. (2011) So 
What Difference Does it Make? Mapping 
the Outcomes of Citizen Engagement, IDS 
Working paper 347, Brighton: IDS 

hossain, n.; Byrne, B.; campbell, A.; 
harrison, e.; McKinley, B. and Shah, p. 
(2011) The Impact of the Global Economic 
Downturn on Communities and Poverty 
in the UK, york: Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation

oswald, K. and clarke, p. (2010) 
‘Reflecting collectively on capacities for 
change’, IDS Bulletin 41.3 

tadros, M. (2011) ‘the Securitization of 
civil Society’, Journal of Security, Conflict 
and Development 11: 1

knowledge	services	

Alam, M.; Rahman, A.A. and Rajabali, F. 
(2010) ‘Disaster Risk Management and 
climate change in South Asia’, Protifolon 3

chimbari, M.; lung’ahi, e.; nguo, J.; Mwangi, 
S.; Mugo, A.; Rajabali, F. and M’cormack, F. 
(2010) ‘the Implications of climate change 
for health in Africa’, Joto Afrika 5

Minang, p.; neufeldt, h.; Gbetnkom, D.; 
Mwambo, l.; cuny, p.; Akem, A.; ondoa, 
Z.A.; Akinnifesi, F.; otysina, R.; Swai, M. 
and Mwesiga, p. (2010) ‘Forestry and 
ReDD in Africa’, Joto Afrika 4

teAM	publicAtion	highlights
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Thank you
We sincerely thank our partners, trustees, 
staff and funders for helping to make 
2010/11 such a successful year. 
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These are exciting times for IDS. The five-
year strategy signed off by the Board set out 
clear goals and the means to achieve them 
in our ever-changing world. 

Always ready to combine knowledge 
with impact, IDS is exploring new areas 
of research, building new partnerships, 
developing new networks and experimenting 
with new ways to communicate. 

Whether to inform policymakers, teach 
new generations, influence public opinion, 
or cooperate with other organisations, 
its unique dynamism pays off. 

As this report shows, IDS research is quoted 
in prominent places and IDS opinions are 
heard where it counts. 

tRuStee’S coMMent ▼

norA	lustig		
sAMuel	z.	stone	
professor	of	
lAtin	AMericAn	
econoMics,	
tulAne	
uniVersity	And	
MeMber	of	
ids	boArd	of	
trustees
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Mr	charlie	beckett		
Director, polIS, lSe

Ms	Julie	brittain**		
head of library, IDS

Mr	richard	carey**		
Director, Development cooperation 
Directorate, oecD

professor	Michael	farthing		
(Ex officio) 
vice chancellor, university of Sussex

Mr	peter	freeman,	cbe		
Former Director, Finance and Aid 
policy, DFID

dr	Martin	greeley		
Fellow, Staff trustee, IDS

professor	lawrence	haddad	
(Ex officio) 
Director, IDS

Mr	Mike	holland		
Managing Director, cherrywood 
events ltd, Brighton & hove

dr	uma	lele		
Former Senior Advisor, operations 
evaluation Dept., World Bank

dr	Jon	lomoy*		
Director, Development co-
operation Directorate, oecD

professor	nora	lustig		
Samuel Z. Stone, professor of 
latin American economics, tulane 
university, new orleans

Ms	elizabeth	Maddison		
(Company Secretary)  
Director of Strategic  
operations, IDS

Mr	richard	Manning (Chair) 
Former chair of the oecD’s 
Development Assistance  
committee (DAc)

Ms	Mary	Mckeown**		
Freelance Social Development 
Advisor

dr	david	o’brien*		
Alumni trustee, International 
Development Research centre

professor	Adebayo	olukoshi	
Director, un African Institute 
for economic Development and 
planning (IDep) 

Ms	philippa	peck		
Marketing and Fundraising Director, 
tearfund

dr	youba	sokona		
coordinator, African climate policy 
center, un economic commission 
for Africa

dr	rajesh	tandon		
president, pRIA
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Independent Fundraising consultant
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team Administrative coordinator, 
Staff trustee, IDS
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Director, Institute of Social 
Development and public policy, 
Beijing normal university
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reseArch	institutes		
And	uniVersities
Acção para o Desenvolvimento 
Rural e Ambiental (ADRA), Angola
African centre for citizenship and 
Democracy (AcceDe), centre for 
Southern African Studies (cSAS), 
university of Western cape, 
South Africa
African centre for technology 
Studies (ActS), Kenya
African economic Research 
consortium (AeRc), Kenya
African population and health 
Research center (AphRc), Kenya
AhFAD university for Women, 
Sudan
All-Russian public opinion 
Foundation, Russia
American university in cairo, 
egypt
Arab Reform Initiative (ARI), 
Jordan
Ashesi college university, Ghana
Bangladesh Institute of 
Development Studies (BIDS), 
Bangladesh
Beijing normal university, china
BRAc Development Institute 
(BDI), BRAc university, 
Bangladesh
BRAc university, Bangladesh
carleton university, canada
center for Agriculture and Rural 
Development (cARD), philippines
center for economic and Social 
Research (cASe), Kyrgystan
centre de coopération 
internationale en recherche 
agronomique pour le 
développement (cIRAD), France
centre d’etudes, de 
Documentation et de Recherches 
economiques et Sociales, Burkina 
Faso
centre d’etudes et de Recherches 
sur le Développement 
International (ceRDI), university of 
Auvergne, France
centre for Advanced Studies 
(cAS), cambodia
centre for African Bio-
entrepreneurship (cABe), Kenya
centre for Applied Social Sciences 

(cASS), university of Zimbabwe, 
Zimbabwe
centre for chinese Agricultural 
policy, china
centre for Development oriented 
Research in Agriculture and 
livelihood Systems, cambodia
centre for Disaster preparedness, 
philippines
centre for environmental planning 
and technology (cept) university, 
India
centre for european policy 
Studies (cepS), Belgium
centre for Gender Studies and 
Advocacy (ceGenSA), university 
of Ghana, Ghana
centre for policy Research and 
Social engineering (cepReSe), 
Ghana
centre for population and 
Development Research, Fujian 
normal university, china
centre for poverty Analysis 
(cepA), Sri lanka
centre for public policy, Indian 
Institute of Management-
Bangalore, India
centre for Research on the 
epidemiology of Disasters (cReD), 
université catholique de louvain, 
Belgium
centre for Science, Development 
and Media Studies (cSDMS), 
France
centre for Social Science 
Research, university of cape 
town, South Africa
centre norbert elias, France
centro Brasileiro de Análise e 
planejamento (ceBRAp), Brazil
centro de estudios de la Realidad 
economica y Social (ceReS), 
Bolivia
centro de Servicios Municipales 
heriberto Jara Ac (ceSeM), 
Mexico
chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences (cASS), china
chinese health economics 
Institute (cheI), china
chr. Michelsen Institute (cMI), 
norway

collective for Social Science 
Research (cSSR), Karachi, pakistan
college of Medicine, Faculty of 
public health, university of Ibadan 
(uI), nigeria
conflict Research Group, Ghent 
university, Belgium
Danish Institute for International 
Studies (DIIS), Denmark
Deliberative Democracy 
consortium (DDc), uSA
Department of International 
environment and Development 
Studies, norwegian university 
of life Sciences (noRAGRIc), 
norway
Department of political Science, 
Mohan lal Sukhadia university, 
udaipur, India
Department of veterinary 
Medicine, university of cambridge, 
uK
Desert Research Foundation of 
namibia (DRFn), namibia
Development and policies 
Research center (Depocen), 
vietnam
Division of International health 
(IhcAR), Karolinska Institutet, 
Sweden
Dvv International, Bulgaria
École polytechnique Fédérale de 
lausanne, Switzerland
economic policy Research 
Institute (epRI), South Africa
environmental law Institute, uSA
european university Institute 
(euI), Italy
Faculdade de economica, 
universidade nova de lisboa, 
portugal
Fafo Institute for Applied 
International Studies (Fafo AIS), 
norway
Federal university of Rio Grande 
do Sul (uFRGS), Brazil
Forum for Agricultural Research in 
Africa (FARA), Ghana
Freeman Spogli Institute for 
International Studies (FSI), 
Stanford university, uSA
Fundación cenIt (el centro 
de Investigaciones para la 
transformación), Argentina

Fundación para las Relaciones. 
Internacionales y el Diálogo 
exterior, Spain
German Development Institute 
(GDI), Germany
German Institute for economic 
Research (DIW Berlin), Germany
Graduate School of public and 
International Affairs at university 
of ottawa, canada
IGAD climate prediction and 
Applications centre (IcpAc), 
Kenya
Imperial college london, uK
Indian Institute of health 
Management Research (IIhMR), 
India
Initiative for Women’s Studies, 
nigeria
Innovation environment 
Development Afrique (IeD), 
Senegal
Institute for Development Studies 
(IDS), Kenya
Institute for economic and Social 
Research (IneSoR), Zambia
Institute for environmental and 
Social transition (ISet), uSA
Institute for Strategic and 
Development Studies (ISDS), 
philippines
Institute for voluntary Action 
Research (IvAR), uK
Institute for Women’s Studies 
in the Arab World (IWSAW), 
lebanese American university 
(lAu), lebanon
Institute of African Studies, Ghana
Institute of Agricultural economics 
(IAe), Romania
Institute of education, university 
of london, uK
Institute of Governance Studies, 
BRAc, Bangladesh
Institute of human Development 
(IhD), India
Institute of popular Democracy 
(IpD), philippines
Institute of public health (Iph), 
Makerere university, uganda
Institute of Security Studies (ISS), 
South Africa
Institute of Sexuality and Gender, 
Renmin university of china, china

IDS pARtneRS ▼
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Institute of Social Development 
and public policy, Beijing normal 
university (ISDpp), china
Institute of Social Development 
Studies, viet nam
Institute of Social Studies (ISS), 
netherlands
Institute of Social Studies trust 
(ISSt), India
Institute of World economy, china
Institute of Zoology, university of 
cambridge, uK
Instituto de estudios Formacao 
e Assessoria em politicas Sociais 
(polIS), Brazil
Instituto de estudios peruanos 
(Iep), peru
Instituto de estudios sobre la 
ciencia y la technologia, Argentina
Instituto de Investigacion y 
Desarrollo (nItlApAn), nicaragua
Instituto Internacional de 
educacao do Brasil (IeB), Brazil
International centre for Diarrhoeal 
Disease Research (IcDDR,B), 
Bangladesh
International Development, 
university of east Anglia, uK
International Food economy 
Research Group (InFeRG), 
university of Guelph, canada
International Food policy Research 
Institute (IFpRI), uSA
International Institute for 
environment and Development 
(IIeD), uK
International Institute for 
Sustainable Development (IISD), 
canada
International livestock Research 
Institute (IlRI), Kenya
Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), 
Italy
James p. Grant School of 
public health, BRAc university, 
Bangladesh
Jawaharlal nehru university, India
Johns hopkins university 
Bloomberg School of public 
health (JhBSph), uSA
Just economics llp, uK
Kenyan Institute for public policy 
Research and Analysis (KIppRA), 
Kenya

Khon Kaen university, thailand
Kings college london, uK
laboratoire d’etudes et de 
Recherches sur les Dynamiques 
Sociales et le Développement 
local (lASDel), niger 
lahore university of Management 
Sciences (luMS), pakistan
lembaga penelitian ekonomi 
Masyarakat – universitas Indonesia 
(lpeM-uI – the Institute for Socio-
economic Research), Indonesia
liverpool School of tropical 
Medicine, uK
london International 
Development centre (lIDc), uK
london School of hygiene and 
tropical Medicine (lShtM), uK
loughborough university, uK
Madras Institute for Development 
Studies (MIDS), India
Makerere university, Faculty of 
law, uganda
Makerere university, Faculty of 
Social Sciences, uganda
namibian Institute for public 
policy Research, namibia
national Institute of public Finance 
and policy (nIpFp), India
national Institute of public health 
(nIoph), lao pDR & cambodia
national library Service of Malawi, 
Malawi
nucleus for Interdisciplinary 
Women’s Studies (neIM), Federal 
university of Bahia, Brazil
open university, uK
overseas Development Institute 
(oDI), uK
politecnico di torino, Italy
poverty Research unit at Sussex, 
university of Sussex (pRuS), uK
prince leopold Institute of tropical 
Medicine (ItM), Belgium
princetown university, 
Department of Sociology, uSA
programme for land and Agrarian 
Studies (plAAS), university of 
Western cape, South Africa
Queen elizabeth house (Qeh), 
university of oxford, uK
Razumkov centre, ukraine

Refugee law project (Rlp), 
uganda
Research Institute for Mindanao 
culture (RIMcu), philippines
Research on equity and 
community health (ReAch) trust, 
Malawi
Research on poverty Alleviation 
(RepoA), tanzania
Risk Frontiers, natural hazards 
Research centre, Macquarie 
university, Australia
Royal Melbourne Institute of 
technology (RMIt), Australia
Sarai, centre for the Study of 
Developing Societies (cSDS), India
School of earth and environment, 
university of leeds, uK
School of oriental and African 
Studies (SoAS), uK
Social Research centre (SRc), 
the American university in cairo, 
egypt
SpRu Science and technology 
policy Research, university of 
Sussex, uK
Stockholm university, Sweden
tegemeo Institute of Agricultural 
policy and Development, Kenya
thammasat university, thailand
the SMeRu Research Institute, 
Indonesia
theatre for Development centre 
(tFDc), Ahmadu Bello university, 
nigeria
théorie économique, modélisation 
et applications (theMA), 
université de cergy-pontoise, 
France
tsinghua university, china
tufts university, uSA
united nations university/
Institute of environment and 
human Security (unu-ehS), 
Germany
universidad Autonama 
Metropolitan unidad Xochimilco 
(uAn-X), Mexico
universidad de los Andes, 
colombia
universidad nacional Autónoma 
de México, Mexico
université de Rouen, France

university college london (ucl), 
uK
university of Adelaide, Australia
university of Alberta, canada
university of Antwerp, Belgium
university of Bath, uK
university of Birmingham, uK
university of Bradford, uK
university of california, uSA
university of cambridge, uK
university of cambridge, 
Department of Geography, uK
university of copenhagen, uSA
university of Dar es Salaam, 
tanzania
university of Delhi, India
university of Dhaka, Bangladesh
university of east Anglia, uK
university of Florida, center for 
African Studies, uSA
university of Ghana, Ghana
university of Kent, uK
university of Kwazulu natal, South 
Africa
university of Malawi, chancellor 
college, Malawi
university of Manchester, uK
university of Massachusetts, uSA
university of nottingham, uK
university of oxford, centre for 
Business taxation, uK
university of Sierra leone, Sierra 
leone
university of Sussex, uK
university of the Gambia, Gambia
university of ulster, uK
university of valencia, Spain
university of Western cape, 
South Africa
university of Witwatersrand, 
South Africa
vrije universiteit Brussel, Belgium
West china centre of Medical 
Sciences, Sichuan university, china
Women’s Studies Institute, Birzeit 
university, palestine
yunnan Reproductive health 
Institute, china
Zhongnan university of economics 
and law (Zuel), china
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netWorks	And	
AssociAtions

Action learning and Action 
Research Association (AlARA), 
Australia

African Security Sector network 
(ASSn), Ghana

African tax Administration Forum, 
South Africa

Alliance for a Green Revolution in 
Africa (AGRA), Kenya

BAIF Development Research 
Foundation, India

BonD, uK

climate and Development 
Knowledge network (cDKn), uK

comité de liaison europe-
Afrique-caraïbes-pacifique 
(coleAcp) programme Initiative 
pesticides (pIp), Belgium

Development of Indigenous 
voluntary Associations (DenIvA), 
uganda

Development Studies Association 
(DSA), uK

etc urban Agriculture 
Foundation (etc-uA) Foundation, 
netherlands

ethiopian economic Association, 
ethiopia

european Association of 
Development Research and 
training Institutes (eADI), 
Germany

Facultad latinoamericana de 
ciencias Sociales (FlAcSo), chile

GD-net, egypt

Gender and Development 
network (GADn), uK

Genre en Action, France

Ghana community Radio 
network, Ghana

Global economic Modeling 
network (ecoMod), Belgium

Global Forest coalition, 
netherlands

Global university network for 
Innovation (GunI), Spain

homenet South east Asia, 
philippines

huairou commission, uSA

InDepth network, Ghana

International network for 
the Availability of Scientific 
publications (InASp), uK

Microcredit Summit campaign, 
uSA

private Infrastructure 
Development Group (pIDG), uK

pSo, netherlands

Social performance task Force, 
Southern African Defence and 
Security Management network 
(SADSeM), South Africa

Stop AIDS now, netherlands

the communication Initiative, 
Global

non-goVernMentAl	
orgAnisAtions

Action Against hunger, AcF 
International, uSA

ActionAid International, Global

Africa Regional Sexuality Resource 
centre (ARSRc), nigeria

Agricultural cooperative 
Development International 
and volunteers in overseas 
cooperative Assistance (AcDI/
vocA), uSA

Amnesty International, uK

Appui au Développement 
Autonome (ADA), luxembourg

Aptivate, uK

Arab Gulf program for 
Development (AGFunD), Saudi 
Arabia

Arid lands Information network 
(AlIn), Kenya

Asia Foundation, Indonesia

Boulder Institute of Microfinance, 
uSA

BRAc, Bangladesh

Brazilian Interdisciplinary 
Association on hIv/AIDS (ABIA), 
Brazil

British Red cross, uK

carbon Disclosure project (cDp), 
uK

care International, uK

catholic Relief Services, uSA

centre for 21st century Issues, 
nigeria

centre for Democratic 
Development (cDD), Ghana

centro de Investigación y 
comunicación Social (SInSlAnI)
nicaragua

christian Aid, uK

community Information and 
epidemiological technologies 
(cIet), venezuela

community Self Reliance centre, 
nepal

coRDAID (catholic organisation 
for Development cooperation), 
netherlands

corporacion de estudios para el 
Desarrollo (coRDeS), ecuador

Development Initiatives, uK

Development Research network 
(D.net), Bangladesh

enDA tiers Monde, Senegal

Food ethics council, uK

Foundation for enterprise 
Development (FeD), uSA

Fredkorpset, norway

Freedom from hunger, uSA

Friends centre, uK

Fundação centro de estudos do 
comércio exterior (FunceX), 
Brazil

Fundación de expresión 
Intercultural, educativa y 
Ambiental (FunDAeXpReSIÓn), 
colombia

Germanwatch e.v., Germany

Global Water, uSA

Grameen Foundation, uSA

Ground truth Initiative llc, uSA

hIvoS, netherlands

Information training and outreach 
centre for Africa (ItocA), South 
Africa

Intercooperation, Switzerland

Interdisciplinary centre for 
Development Studies (cIeDuR), 
uruguay

International hIv/AIDS Alliance 
(IhAA), uK

International Initiative for Impact 
evaluations (3ie), India

International Medicines 
transparency Alliance (MetA) 
Secretariat, uK

latin American Space for 
Sexualities and Rights (Mulabi), 
Argentina

life e.v., Germany

Men for Gender equality now 
(MeGen), Kenya

Microfinance centre for cee and 
nIS (MFc), poland

Microfinance council of the 
philippines (McpI), philippines

Microfinance Info exchange, uSA

Microfinance Investment Support 
Facility for Afghanistan (MISFA), 
Afghanistan

national children’s Bureau, uK

nirantar centre for Gender and 
education, India

oIKo cReDIt International, 
netherlands

one World Action, uK

one World trust, uK

oxfam GB, uK

panos london, uK

pastoralist communication 
Initiative (pcI), ethiopia

paulo longo Research Initiative 
(plRI), India

pink Space Sexuality Research 
Group, china

plan International, uK

plan Sweden, Sweden

pleasure project, uK

population council, regional office, 
egypt

practical Action, uK

practical Action, Bangladesh

practical Action, Sri lanka

pRAXIS – Institute of 
participatory practices, India

pro Mujer International, uSA

Regional Autonomy Watch 
(KppoD), Indonesia

Research for Development trust, 
Zimbabwe

Research4life 

Revenue Watch Institute, uSA

Rural community network,  
n. Ireland, uK

SAhAyoG, India

Save the children, uK
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Save the children, colombia

Sexuality policy Watch (SpW), 
Brazil

Simorgh, Women’s Resource and 
publication centre, pakistan

Small enterprise Foundation, 
South Africa

Snv, netherlands

Society for participatory Research 
in Asia (pRIA), India

Society for promoting 
participative ecosystem 
Management (SoppecoM), India

Soul city Institute for health & 
Development communication, 
South Africa

tearfund, uK

trocaire, Ireland

Women for Women International, 
uSA

Women in Memory Forum, egypt

World vision, uK and Zimbabwe

reseArch	councils

British Academy, uK

economic and Social Research 
council (eSRc), uK

human Sciences Research council 
(hSRc), South Africa

International Development 
Research centre (IDRc), canada

natural environment Research 
council (neRc), uK

Research councils uK (RcuK), uK

goVernMent	Ministries	
And	Agencies

Agence française de 
développement (AFD), France

Australian Agency for 
International Development, 
Australia

Australian electoral commission, 
Australia

British council, uK

china-Africa Business council, 
china

Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills, uK

Department for International 
Development (DFID), uK

Department of energy and 
climate change (Decc), uK

Department of Resources, house 
of commons, uK

Department of Social 
Development, General Secretariat 
for Development planning, Qatar

Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
technische Zusammenarbeit (GtZ) 
Gmbh, Germany

Government office for Science, 
Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills, uK

Irish Aid, Department of Foreign 
Affairs, Ireland

Ministry of commerce, people’s 
Republic of china, china

norwegian Agency for 
Development cooperation 
(noRAD), norway

norwegian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, norway

Swedish International 
Development cooperation 
Agency (SIDA), Sweden

Swedish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Sweden

Swiss Agency for Development 
and cooperation (SDc), 
Switzerland

Zambia Revenue Authority, 
Zambia

philAnthropic	
foundAtions

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
uSA

carnegie endowment, uSA

Fairtrade Foundation, uK

Ford Foundation, uSA

Foundation for contemporary 
Research (FcR), South Africa

Friedrich ebert Stiftung, Germany

Joseph Rowntree Foundation, uK

Max havelaar Foundation, 
Switzerland

Rockefeller Foundation, uSA

Wellcome trust, uK

consultAncy	And	MediA	
coMpAnies

AMARc – World Association of 
community Radio Broadcasters, 
canada

Animal Monday, uK

Arab Multi-Media, Jordan

A-Z consult, ethiopia

AZMJ llc, uSA

BecAMeX Investment and 
Industrial corporation, viet nam

coffey International Development, 
uK

corporacion Biotec, colombia

coutts and co, uK

Dadimos Development 
consultants, ethiopia

Digital Media communications 
ltd, uK

eDA Rural Systems pvt ltd, India

elliptics ltd, Japan

Gamos ltd, uK

GRM International, uK

health partners International 
(hpI), uK

hlSp consulting ltd, uK

htSpe ltd, uK

Information training and 
Agricultural Development (ItAD), 
uK

Keystone Accountability, uK

Konterra Group, llc, uSA

MaRS Monitoring and Research 
Systems pvt ltd, India

Maxwell Stamp plc, uK

Measure Africa, Kenya

Meister consultants Group, uSA

Mpereeza Associates, Kenya

oxford policy Management 
(opM), uK

pamoja consulting ltd, uK

pastoralist consultants 
International, uK

pK Research consultancy ltd, uK

price Waterhouse coopers, uK

QeD Group, llc, uSA

Ramboll natura, Sweden

Reach Global, uSA

Rooy Media llc, uSA

Ruralnet Futures, uK

Screen South, uK

Social Development Direct, uK

SoFReco, France

Speak-It Films, uK

tackett and Barbaria, uSA

tanzaKesho consult ltd, tanzania

taylor & Francis Group, uK

the policy practice ltd, uK

Wadonda consult (WAco), 
Malawi

WRenmedia limited, uK

Zero G Media ltd, uK

MultilAterAl	
orgAnisAtions

european commission

Food and Agriculture organization

Inter-American Development 
Bank, uSA

International Finance corporation 
(IFc), uSA

International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (IFAD)

International Institute for 
Democracy and electoral 
Assistance (IDeA), Sweden

organisation for economic  
co-operation and Development

united nations (un)

united nations Intellectual history 
project

united nations Development 
programme (unDp)

united nations population Fund 
(unFpA)

united nations children’s Fund 
(unIceF)

united nations Industrial 
Development organization 
(unIDo)

united nations Development 
Fund for Women (unIFeM)

united nations economic 
commission of Africa (unecA)

united nations educational, 
Scientific and cultural 
organization (uneSco)

united nations Research Institute 
for Social Development (unRISD)

united nations office for project 
Services (unopS)

World Food programme

World health organization

World Bank Group



british	librAry	for	
deVelopMent	studies
ronald	Adamtey		
library evening Supervisor 
nason	bimbe	
Information Systems Manager 
Julie	brittain		
head of library 
Jenny	brookes 
Senior library Assistant (teaching 
Support) 
John	brownlee 
partnerships and capacity Building 
Manager 
ian	budden	
cataloguing coordinator 
karen	butcher	
Acquisitions Assistant 
Andrew	buxton 
Web and Information Systems 
Manager 
hae-ryung	choi 
library project Assistant
Julia	clark 
library project Assistant 
zoe	dibb
library project Assistant
siobhan	duvigneau		
Information literacy Manager 
emma	greengrass	
Administrative Assistant 
Angela	Jordan
Acquisitions Assistant 
deepika	khatri 
library project Assistant 
lindiwe	Makhunga 
library project Assistant 
erik	Manga	
library evening Supervisor 
klenam	normanyo 
library project Assistant 
Juan	o’farrell 
library Shelver 
rose	oronje 
library project Assistant 
emiola	oyefuga
library project Assistant 
karla	perez	blanco 
library project Assistant and 
library Shelver 
rachel	playforth 
Senior library Assistant 
(cataloguing) 

helen	rehin	
Deputy librarian 
henry	rowsell		
Acquisitions librarian
Julian	salazar	dominguez 
library Shelver and evening 
Supervisor 
Jagdeep	shokar 
programme coordinator 
hloniphile	simelane 
library project Assistant 
yuko	tomita 
library project Assistant 
xian	Warner 
library project Assistant 
stephanie	Watson		
customer Service coordinator

coMMunicAtions
robin	coleman
e-communications officer 
hannah	corbett 
public Affairs and events officer 
gary	edwards
Marketing and Database 
coordinator
James	georgalakis 
communications Manager 
Jo	glyde
communications officer 
clare	gorman-strong 
communications officer 
paula	lewis
Internal and Alumni 
communications officer 
naomi	Marks
communications officer
charlie	Matthews
public Affairs and events officer
sarah	nelson
communications officer 
Alison	norwood
production editor 
nick	perkins 
head of Research 
communications 
carol	smithyes
communications officer
emilie	Wilson
communications officer

coMputer	And		
technicAl	serVices	
david	beaven 
head of computer and technical 
Services 

tim	brown
It Support Analyst
Jeff	chambers
It helpdesk Analyst 
Adrian	scarle
It Support Analyst 

deVelopMent
rose	bradbury
Development Assistant 
catherine	gee 
Development officer 
Wezi	Mwangulube
Development Assistant 

directorAte
Michelle	Asbury 
executive Assistant to the 
Director 
efe	Atugba
AlIne project coordinator 
caroline	davies 
project Manager 
lawrence	haddad 
Director 
sandra	Jenks 
Assistant to the company 
Secretary 
Johanna	lindstrom 
Research officer 
Andre	ling 
Research officer – AlIne 
elizabeth	Maddison 
Director of Strategic operations 
shanti	Mahendra 
AlIne Research officer 
pippa	Menzies 
executive Assistant to the 
Director 
yvonne	pinto 
Interim project Director – AlIne 
heather	Williams 
Research Assistant 

fAcilities
sufyan	Abid 
Bar Assistant 
ronald	Adamtey 
Resident Warden 
Jean	brooke-rhodes 
Facilities Assistant 
Marco	castell 
hospitality Assistant (Bar) 
hazel	cooper 
Senior hospitality Assistant 
Wendy	cooper 
Senior Facilities Assistant 

paolo	de	lima	filipe 
hospitality Assistant – catering 
Jane	draper 
Facilities Assistant 
John	gibbs 
Maintenance Assistant 
tina	gotts 
Senior Facilities Assistant (health 
& Safety) 
linda	greenfield 
catering Assistant 
luana	grillo	da	silva 
Bar Assistant
gabriel	gutierrez 
catering officer
Wendy	Jupp 
catering Assistant 
young	kang 
hospitality Assistant – catering 
Michael	ketchum 
head of Facilities 
Jackie	laycock 
hospitality Assistant – catering
linda	Miller 
cook 
Martin	newson 
porter/Maintenance 
John	philpot 
Facilities officer
bev	rowe 
Facilities Assistant 
sheila	saunter 
hospitality Assistant – catering 
pat	Walls 
Senior Bar Assistant 
dawn	Widgery 
Facilities Assistant 

finAnce
harvey	coates 
Finance Assistant 
paul	drohan 
Financial Accountant 
Val	lee 
head of Finance 
katy	Miller 
Assistant project Accountant 
sarah	ollerenshaw 
project Accountant 
nick	payne 
Senior project Accountant
peter	pritchard 
project Accountant 
carrie	stapleton 
Finance Assistant 
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robin	luckham 
Research Associate 
caroline	Martin 
team Administrative coordinator 
Andres	Mejia	Acosta 
Fellow 
Mick	Moore 
Fellow 
Wilson	prichard 
Fellow 
Adam	randon 
programme Manager 
Anna	schmidt 
Fellow 
Markus	schultze-kraft 
team leader 
sue	unsworth 
Research Associate 
chris	Vanja 
Administrator 
camilla	Walsh 
project coordinator 
fiona	Wilson 
team leader 

huMAn	resources
penelope	duncan 
training and Recruitment officer 
isobel	pearce 
head of human Resources
nicola	port 
human Resources officer 
Jo	o’reilly 
human Resources officer 
paula	rich 
head of human Resources
emma	Vernon	
human Resources officer 

iMpAct	And	leArning
simon	batchelor 
Impact and learning team leader 
penelope	beynon 
Monitoring and evaluation 
coordinator 
catherine	fisher 
capacity Support coordinator 
christine	hogan 
capacity Support coordinator 
sunder	Mahendra 
context Analyst 
steve	tovell 
programme coordinator 

knoWledge	serVices
georgina	Aboud 
Gender convenor 
liz	Allcock 
country projects convenor 
Adrian	bannister 
Web Innovations convenor 
sandra	baxter 
Knowledge Manager (human 
Development Resource centre) 
debbie	beer 
Information Systems Manager 
Jenny	birchall 
Gender convenor 
laura	bolton 
hDRc Information officer 
paola	brambilla 
editorial projects coordinator 
Alyson	brody 
Senior convenor (Gender and 
human Development) 
Jason	collodi 
thematic convenor 
simon	colmer 
Information Systems projects 
officer 
duncan	edwards 
Information Systems Innovation 
Manager 
karine	gatellier 
health convenor 
Jon	gregson 
head of Knowledge Services & 
Director of MK4D 
cheryll	Januszewski 
programme coodinator 
robert	Jeffrey 
Web Systems engineer 
yaso	kunaratnam 
network and partnership 
coordinator 
peter	Mason 
Web Applications Developer 
elaine	Mercer 
editorial coordinator 
gabrielle	Minkley 
programme coordinator 
Andrew	Mcdevitt 
Information and Research officer 
freida	M’cormack 
thematic convenor 
leah	Murphy	brettell 
health and education convenor 
fatema	rajabali 
thematic convenor 

sue	schirmer 
editorial coordinator 
Alistair	scott 
Information Systems Manager 
Alan	stanley 
Senior thematic convenor 
natalie	stewart 
programme Assistant 
Amy	thompson 
editorial Assistant 
isabel	Vogel 
head of Knowledge Services 
(Interim) 
tracy	zussman 
thematic convenor 

knoWledge,	technology	
&	society	
Jeremy	Allouche 
Fellow 
gerry	bloom 
Fellow 
Jan	boyes 
Administrator 
sally	brooks 
Research officer 
ollie	burch 
team Administrative coordinator 
Julia	day 
StepS communications Manager 
sarah	dry 
Research officer 
harriet	dudley 
centre Administrative 
coordinator 
Jerker	edström 
Fellow 
Jeff	knezovich 
Manager of policy Influence and 
Research uptake 
Melissa	leach 
Fellow 
Michael	loevinsohn 
Fellow 
henry	lucas 
Fellow 
hayley	Macgregor 
Fellow 
lyla	Mehta 
Fellow 
Alan	nicol 
Fellow 
nathan	oxley 
communications Assistant 
pritpal	randhawa 
Research officer 

sharon	Ward 
Assistant project Accountant

globAlisAtion
Vivienne	benson 
Administrator
xavier	cirera 
Fellow 
carlos	fortin 
Research Associate 
Amit	grover 
Research Assistant 
Jing	gu 
Fellow 
spencer	henson 
Fellow 
charlotte	huggett
team Administrative coordinator 
John	humphrey 
Fellow 
rajith	lakshman 
Research Assistant 
neil	Mcculloch 
team leader 
lizbeth	navas-Aleman 
Fellow 
grazia	pacillo 
Research Assistant 
sherman	robinson 
Fellow 
hubert	schmitz 
Fellow 
stephen	spratt 
Fellow 
stacey	townsend 
Administrator  
noshua	Watson 
Fellow 
dirk	Willenbockel 
Fellow 

goVernAnce
niagale	bagayoko-penone 
Fellow 
Marc	berenson 
Fellow 
diana	conyers 
Research officer 
richard	crook
Fellow 
peter	houtzager 
Fellow 
Anuradha	Joshi 
Fellow 
david	leonard 
Fellow 
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samantha	reddin 
StepS communications Manager 
ian	scoones 
Fellow 
hilary	standing 
Fellow 
Jim	sumberg 
Fellow 
John	thompson 
Fellow 
Jas	Vaghadia 
Administrator 
naomi	Vernon 
Administrator 
linda	Waldman 
team leader 

pArticipAtion,	poWer		
And	sociAl	chAnge
nick	benequista 
Research and communications 
officer 
petra	bongartz 
coordination, communications 
and networking officer 
danny	burns 
team leader 
robert	chambers 
Research Associate 
peter	clarke 
Research officer 
dick	douglass 
Administrator 
Jenny	edwards 
programme officer 
rosalind	eyben 
Fellow 
sam	finn 
programme coordinator 
Marzia	fontana 
Fellow 
John	gaventa 
Fellow 
kate	hawkins 
programme convenor – Sexuality 
and Development 
naomi	hossain
Fellow 
susie	Jolly 
programme convenor 
Akshay	khanna 
Fellow 
tessa	lewin 
communications Manager 
sulu	Mathew
Administrator 

rosie	Mcgee 
Fellow 
Joy	Moncrieffe 
Fellow 
samuel	Musyoki 
networking coordinator 
zander	navarro 
Fellow 
katy	oswald 
Research officer 
Jethro	pettit 
Fellow 
georgina	powell-stevens 
programme Administrative 
coordinator 
hazel	reeves 
programme Manager 
patta	scott-Villiers 
Fellow 
Alex	shankland 
Fellow 
Jane	stevens 
communications officer 
Mariz	tadros 
Fellow 
peter	taylor 
Fellow 
naomi	Vernon 
project Support coordinator 
Joanna	Wheeler 
Research Manager 
stephen	Wood 
team Administrative coordinator 

teAching
nadine	beard 
teaching team Administrator 
Julia	brown 
teaching Manager 
Angela	dowman 
programme officer 
kathleen	fincham 
course tutor 
shandana	Mohmand 
course tutor 
robert	nurick 
Director of teaching and Alumni 
Relations 
James	prescott 
programme officer 
santiago	ripoll 
course tutor 
lisa	ross 
programme officer 

ricardo	santos 
course tutor 
lucy	tyler 
teaching team Administrator

VulnerAbility	And	
poVerty	reduction
Alex	Arnall 
Research officer 
nadine	beard		
Administrator 
chris	bene		
Fellow 
evangelia	berdou 
Fellow 
hannah	bywaters		
Administrator 
saul	butters 
Research officer 
terry	cannon	
Fellow 
ivan	cardona 
Research Assistant 
deepta	chopra 
Fellow 
Marion	clarke		
Administrator 
patricia	curmi		
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In response to our strategic aim of building 
an institute fit for purpose, our professional 
services teams have made progress in several 
key areas over the last year. 

finAnciAl	reVieW	of	the	yeAr

Building an institute  
fit for purpose

•  We have introduced both a 
customer and contracts relationship 
management system that allows  
us to meet IDS’s evolving 
operational needs.

•  We have started work, led by 
human Resources and our Staff 
council, on wellbeing in IDS, 
inspired by concepts from the new 
economics Foundation, and further 
developed in a work context by 
Business in the community. 

•  We have replaced small desk top 
printers with a number of large 
multi-functional devices spread 
about the building, cutting printing, 
electricity consumption and the IDS 
carbon footprint.

•  We have developed ways of 
working with others on new 
initiatives, including delivering 
training on partnership working  
and fundraising.

•  We have revised our paternity 
leave policy in response to changes 
in legislation.
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incoMe	2010/11

expenditure	2010/11

ids	incoMe	2006/7	–	2010/11

The number of donors contributing 
over £100,000 to IDS income has 
risen by 35% over the last year.

2006/7 2007/8 2008/9 2009/10 2010/11
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truSteeS’ Statement

the summary financial information 
contained on these pages contain 
data from the management accounts 
of the Institute of Development 
Studies for the year ended 31 March 
2011 and provide an overview of the 
income and expenditure of the year.

 the full financial statements have 
been audited by Buzzacott llp, 
registered auditors, and received 
an unqualified opinion. For further 
information the full audited  
financial statements, containing  
the trustees’ and Auditors’ reports,  
should be consulted. Copies of  
these can be obtained from  
the Institute of Development  
Studies Finance team or online at 
www.ids.ac.uk/finances2010-11.

All financial statements for prior 
years have been submitted to both 
the Charity Commission and the 
Registrar of Companies; those for 
2010/11 will be submitted during the 
year 2011 within the relevant statutory 
deadlines.

elizabeth maddison 
Company Secretary 
July 2011

our top five donors and the % of IDS income they 
have contributed this year

payments to international partners this year  
by continent.

1 uK Department for International Development  47.0%

2 economic and Social Research Council   8.4%

3 european union    4.9%

4  Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation  4.2%

5  united nations    4.0%

top donorS

InternatIonal collaboratIon tranSferS

afrIca
34.9%

aSIa
15.8%

central 
and South 
amerIca
2.6%

europe
43.3%

north 
amerIca
3.2%

auStralIa
0.2%
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2.  we wIll lInk 
dIfferent perSpectIveS  
so that many people can contribute 
their knowledge to generate research 
findings that are more grounded  
and relevant.
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